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INTRODUCTION

A Place to Stand is the authorized story of Jimmy Santiago Baca’s transformation from
a functionally illiterate convict to an award-winning poet, novelist and screenwriter.
Told through extensive interviews with Jimmy, his family, friends and peers, A Place
to Stand follows Jimmy’s path from Estancia, New Mexico – where he lived with his
indigenous grandparents – through childhood abandonment, adolescent drug dealing
and a subsequent 5-year narcotics sentence at Arizona State Prison in Florence, one of
the most violent prisons in the country.
Brutalized by the inhumanity of his incarceration, Jimmy survived by exploring deep
within, discovering poetry at his soul’s core. Through the life changing capacity of poetry,
writing and arts, he stepped away from the violence and negativity around him, healing
the wounds of his childhood and opening him to a new future. Jimmy’s extraordinary
life is both inspiring and haunting, simultaneously an indictment of our current criminal
justice system and a model of the potential for human transformation.
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ABOUT THE CURRICULUM WRITER

Daniel Glick - Director, Producer

Caits Meissner

Daniel visited a friend in Auburn Correctional Facility in New

Caits Meissner is an award-winning poet, educator and vibrant

York State in 2010. Shocked by the inhumanity and brutality

creative force dedicated to transformation and healing through

he could see and feel as only a prison visitor, he needed to know

storytelling. For over ten years, Caits has extensively facilitated

more. His friend, an inmate at Auburn, encouraged him to read

youth and adults in multi-media expression and healing in

Jimmy Santiago Baca’s memoir, A Place to Stand. Immediately

schools, prisons and community centers, and has worked

afterward, Daniel sought Jimmy to ask for his approval and

long-term instituting innovative arts education programming

counsel for the film. He then quit his job, drove to Albuquerque,

at cultural hubs such as Tribeca Film Institute, Urban Arts

New Mexico to partner with Jimmy’s son, Gabriel, and began

Partnership, The Facing History School and the Lower Eastside

raising funds, researching and shooting A Place to Stand.

Girls Club. Caits’ poetry of witness has been awarded first place
prizes from the Pan-African Literary Forum and the Ja’Nai

Prior to diving wholeheartedly into the documentary, Daniel

Foundation. Currently, Caits is Co-Founder and Editor of The

worked in television, film and video, completing documentaries,

Wide Shore global women’s poetry and serves on the Board

narrative shorts and a feature film. In 2013, he co-founded

of Directors for Filmmakers Without Borders. She teaches

Kings Road Media, which provides targeted video for a wide

an online class, Digging Deep, Facing Self – a 30 day online

range of clientele, including non-profit, universities, corporations

intensive writing course designed to uplift, heal & transform

and small business.

women into their boldest selves. Visit Caits @ caitsmeissner.com

Gabriel Baca - Producer
A New Mexico-born filmmaker, Gabriel became a boom
operator at age 15, but his first introduction to film came earlier
during the production of Blood In Blood Out (Hollywood
Pictures, 1993). His father, Jimmy Santiago Baca, the writer and
executive producer of the film, brought Gabriel on-set, planting
the seed of his future endeavors. At 17, Gabriel started taking
film courses and soon after began filming, editing, writing and
producing documentaries. Gabriel’s credits include: Moving
the River Back Home, Lost Voices, Rising from the Ashes
and El Poeta. Through his production company, New Future
Productions, he has directed and produced a dozen music videos
on shoestring budgets. In 2008, he became a member of the
West Coast 700 Editors Guild as an assistant editor.
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE & INDEX

WHAT IS FREEDOM?

This study guide aims to support educators in community
centers, school-based programs and spaces of incarceration
to facilitate critical dialogues and creative engagement with
concepts presented in the film, A Place to Stand. Each of the
five intensive modules address a topical entry point, based
around a relevant film clip. Scaffolded to meet varying
needs, these lessons are accessible as one-off engagements,
or for use as sequential programming. Sequentially, the
curriculum allows students to grapple with complex
questions posed by the film, landing in a final engagement
of their own inspirational fuel, passion and purpose.

After viewing the profound restriction of freedom during
incarceration in A Place To Stand, Jimmy’s transformation
through poetry could be argued as a form of freedom. In
module three, students explore concepts of freedom through
physical, mental and spiritual lenses, examining what kinds
of freedom exist, and what they have access to.

1. Warm Up: (30 min)
Supplies: chart paper and markers
a. Task students with making a safe space agreement. With one student or

•
•
•
•
•

Module 1: What Is Freedom?
Module 2: Nature vs Nurture & Human Choice
Module 3: Survival, Connection & Personal Transformation
Module 4: Prison in America
Module 5: Uncovering Passion and Purpose

facilitator note-taking on chart paper, communally list all of the elements
that would make students feel most safe to have vulnerable conversations,
be themselves fully and share authentic thoughts and stories.
b. Examine the list:

•
•
•
•

What feels possible?
What feels uncontrollable?
What feels most difficult?
What feels impossible?

Discuss the term safe space as a reality. Is there such a thing as safe space in an
unsafe world? Are human beings typically emotionally safe or unsafe? Consider
with the class shifting the agreement’s language to safer space or brave space
and discuss the differences in these titles.
c. With a clean sheet of chart paper, make a congruent list titled, “free space.”
What is needed to create an environment where all people feel free? This task
should feel more difficult, opening space to explore what freedom is, how

5
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we define it and personal orientations to freedom versus institutional ones.
Compare both lists and examine recurring themes.
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4. Critical Thinking Exercise: Illustrating the Body Free (30-40 min)
Supplies: Chart paper, markers, Body of Freedom worksheet located in index.

2. Watch Film Clip

a. Identifying Freedom
Ask students to identify what kinds of freedom exist (mental, emotional,
The Flood, timecode 46:00 - 48:56

physical, spiritual, freedom to travel, freedom to marry, freedom to make own
choices, freedom to self educate, freedom of speech, etc.) Write each on chart
paper as headings, with space to write below.
b. Categorizing Freedom
Handing out markers, ask students to approach each piece of paper headed
with a type of freedom and write examples underneath it. The examples can be
personal (“freedom to drive my own car”) to institutional (“freedom of access

3. Discussion Questions: (15-20 min)

to self educate on the Internet.) Students can also pull from their free space

Consider breaking students into small groups and taking notes on their answers

Discuss as a group:

chart and place into category.

and explorations. Bring the larger class together to discuss what arrived for
each group.
a. What is freedom? Define in own words.

•
•
•

What freedoms do we have in America?
What freedoms do we have in our personal lives?
What freedoms do we lack - for reasons of family restriction,
fear or law?

b. In what ways did Jimmy gain and lose freedom throughout his life?
c. Who deserves freedom? What kinds of freedom are there?
(Mental, physical, spiritual, freedom to love, to travel, etc.)

•
•

Has our definition of freedom expanded or changed?
Do humans have the ability to create their own orientations to freedom?

c. The Body of Freedom
“The only way to deal with an unfree world is to become so absolutely free that
your very existence is an act of rebellion.” – Albert Camus
Using the Body of Freedom worksheets, students create their own ideal of the
most free human by expanding on the categories provided, adding their own
and illustrating the person on their sheet. Encourage students to use colors,
symbols and creativity in their expressions.

7
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5. Creative Engagement Exercise: Designing Freedom (30-40 min)
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doubt if she can meet the challenge of finding land and building a real house.
Meanwhile, Herman waits to find out if the Louisiana courts will hear his
latest appeal.

Supplies: Herman’s House trailer, articles listed below, Free Space worksheet
located in index, markers or colored pencils.

Along the way we meet self-confessed “stick-up kid” Michael Musser, who

a. Watch Herman’s House film trailer: http://hermanshousethefilm.com

sister Vickie, a loyal and tireless supporter despite her own emotional burden;

Herman’s House Film Synopsis:

King who, along with Herman and Albert Woodfox, was one of the so-called

The injustice of solitary confinement and the transformative power of art are
explored in Herman’s House, a feature documentary that follows the unlikely
friendship between a New York artist and one of America’s most famous
inmates as they collaborate on an acclaimed

credits Herman for helping him turn his life around while in solitary; Herman’s
and former long-term solitary inmate and fellow Black Panther activist Robert
Angola 3 that became a cause celebre in the 2000s.
“I’m not a lawyer and I’m not rich and I’m not powerful, but I’m an artist,”
Jackie says. “And I knew the only way I could get (Herman) out of prison was

art project.

to get him to dream.”

In 1972, New Orleans native Herman Joshua Wallace (b. 1941) was serving

There are 2.2 million people in jail in the U.S. More than 80,000 of those are in

a 25-year sentence for bank robbery when he was accused of murdering an
Angola Prison guard and thrown into solitary confinement. Many believed him
wrongfully convicted. Appeals were made but Herman remained in jail and—to
increasingly widespread outrage—in solitary. Years passed with one day much
like the next. Then in 2001 Herman received a perspective shifting letter from a

solitary confinement. Herman Wallace has been there longer than anyone.
With compassion and meaningful artistry, Herman’s House takes us inside the
lives and imaginations of two unforgettable characters–forging a friendship and
building a dream in the struggle to end the “cruel and unusual punishment” of

Jackie Sumell, a young art student, who posed the provocative question:

long-term solitary confinement.

“WHAT KIND OF HOUSE DOES A MAN WHO HAS LIVED IN A SIX-

Spoiler alert! Herman Wallace was finally released when his Cancer reached

FOOT-BY-NINE-FOOT CELL FOR OVER 30 YEARS DREAM OF?”

4th stage. He lived a few days of freedom, after decades in solitary, and then he

Thus began an inspired creative dialogue, unfolding over hundreds of letters and

now a museum and a testimony to Herman’s experience.

phone calls and yielding a multi-faceted collaborative project that includes the
exhibition “The House That Herman Built.” The revelatory art installation —
featuring a full-scale wooden model of Herman’s cell and detailed plans of his
dream home—has brought thousands of gallery visitors around the world faceto-face with the harsh realities of the American prison system. But as Herman’s

died. However, the house he and the artist designed was eventually built and is

b. Read film synopsis and discuss:

•

serve similar purposes for the men?

House reveals, the exhibition is just the first step.

•

Their journey takes a more unpredictable turn when Herman asks Jackie

•
•

to make his dream a reality. As her own finances dwindle, Jackie begins to

In what ways do Jimmy’s poems and Herman’s dreams of a home
What kinds of freedom did Jimmy and Herman have, even when
confined in a space that is the opposite of freedom?
In what ways do you daily exercise freedom in the outside world?
What are some visual symbols of freedom we all recognize?
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c. Examining School As Free/Unfree Space
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6. Take It A Step Further

Engage students in a discussion about their school building:

•
•
•

What feels free about our school building?
What does not feel free about our school building?
What would make it better?

Examine photographs from the Huffington Posts’ Public Schools Around The
World: The Most Beautiful And Imaginative Schools On Earth:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/28/public-schools-aroundthe_n_1836804.html
Read Dezeen magazine’s article, Well-designed schools improve learning by 25
percent says new study:

http://www.dezeen.com/2013/01/02/poor-school-design-can-affect-learningsays-new-study
d. Designing a Free Space
Share and reflect on quote:
“For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that
respects and enhances the freedom of others.” – Nelson Mandela
Ask students to define their community:

•
•
•
•

My community looks like (people, the neighborhood/space):
My community acts like:
My community shares (things in common):
My community needs:

Task students with creating their own space that serves the community to live
their most free lives using the worksheet template. What does it look like? What
elements does it need to support the freedom of all who enter?

Supplies: Paint, large paper, markers.
Quick lesson!
Bring color, joy and freedom to your school environment by creating a mural
in your school on large paper or directly on the walls with paint!
Artist connection: JR
JR owns the biggest art gallery in the world. He exhibits freely in the streets
of the world, catching the attention of people who are not typical museum
visitors. His work mixes Art and Act, talks about commitment, freedom,
identity and limit. After he found a camera in the Paris subway, he did a tour
of European Street Art, tracking the people who communicate messages via the
walls. Then, he started to work on the vertical limits, watching the people and
the passage of life from the forbidden undergrounds and roofs of Paris.
JR creates “Pervasive Art” that spreads uninvited on the buildings of the slums
around Paris, on the walls in the Middle-East, on the broken bridges in Africa
or the favelas in Brazil. People who often live with the bare minimum discover
something absolutely unnecessary. And they don’t just see it, they make it.
Elderly women become models for a day; kids become artists for a week. In that
Art scene, there is no stage to separate the actors from the spectators.
After these local exhibitions, the images are transported to London, New York,
Berlin or Amsterdam where people interpret them in the light of their own
personal experience.
As he remains anonymous and doesn’t explain his huge full frame portraits
of people making faces, JR leaves the space empty for an encounter between
the subject/protagonist and the passer-by/interpreter. This is what JR’s work is
about. Raising questions…
View JR’s large scale photo murals: http://www.jr-art.net/
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Nature vs. Nurture & Human Choice

2

Throughout A Place To Stand, we are introduced to Jimmy’s
family background in relationship to his incarceration, as
well as the survival mechanisms prison promotes. In this
module students examine human choice in relationship to
family, environment and survival. Exploring and engaging
the age old question, how do humans beings come to do
“bad” things?

c. Task students with one minute to decide if the identity is created by nature,
or by nurture. Allow one extra minute to take notes (on the index card’s blank
side) on why.
d. Students present their findings to the class, two at a time, sharing the stage
with those who chose the same identity.

2. Watch Film Clip
1. Warm Up: (15 min)

The Streets, timecode 22:26 - 24:17

Supplies: Index cards, markers, pens/pencils, definition of nature versus nurture.
a. Ask students to share what they know about the concepts of nature vs.
nurture. After gathering thoughts, introduce the definition:
Nature vs. nurture is a highly debated concept in psychology that is concerned
with the extent to which particular aspects of behavior are a product of either

3. Discussion Questions: (15-20 min)

inherited (genetic) or acquired (learned) characteristics from environmental
factors after conception.

a. What factors in Jimmy’s life, both in and outside of prison, contributed to

b. Students grab one identity from a stack, each pre-written on an index card.
Students should not be able to tell what identity they are choosing in advance.
There should be at least two of each identity, increasing the likelihood that two
students will receive the same identity.

his crimes?
b. Do you feel differently about a person’s crime and punishment if they had
a hard life? If so, how and why?
c. What are the differences between Jimmy and Bonafide? Does one have a

Identities for index cards:
white

criminal

black

law abiding citizen

gay

artist

straight

lawyer

boy

athlete

girl

addict

greater capacity for change than the other and if so, why?
d. Is crime always a conscious choice? Does it matter?

14
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4. Critical Thinking Exercise: Root Causes of Self (20-30 min)
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a. Examining Motivations and Choice Through Role Play:
As we are beginning to see, our dynamic, full selves are a collection of
influences from both nature and nurture: learned and ingrained habits from

Supplies: Nature vs. Nurture worksheet, writing utensils, the Tree of Self

family, friends and media, present and hidden emotions, triggered reactions

worksheet, markers or colored pencils.

and lived experience. Each of these factors mix, combine and pipe up their

a. Nature vs. Nurture Worksheet

everyday existence.

Using the Nature vs. Nurture worksheet, students grapple with questions and

Role Playing Choices: Break students into three groups to plan and practice

identities in their own lives, assessing whether the outcome was a product of

often suppressed voices to contribute to the choices we make in our

acting out scenarios that examine motivations for choice. Each group is given

nature or nurture.

one of the following scenarios, and ten minutes to prepare their acting debut.

b. Discuss the exercise:

each protagonist’s choices.

•
•
•
•

Was it easy to pick nature or nurture?
What questions fell into both categories?
Is it possible to not be aware of the factors that caused these outcomes?
What life experiences or learned knowledge came up while engaging this
exercise?

•

What parallels do you see with Jimmy’s life, if any?

After each group presents their scene, pause to examine the factors that led to

SCENARIOS
1. SAMMY: Sammy is a an African American, quiet city student who identifies
as a loner, preferring to watch television over making friends. Sammy’s parents
work long shifts and are often not home, allowing Sammy to watch endless
television, mostly of white teens in the suburbs. One day Sammy comes to
school with her hair straightened and new preppy clothing that is different

c. The Tree of Self:

from her peer’s urban wear. When verbally bullied for being an “Oreo,” white

Using the Tree of Self worksheet located in the index, where each branch

do - Sammy punches her classmate, bruising his nose. Sammy is suspended

represents a “cause,” (nature or nurture) and each leaf an “effect” (hobbies,
family, friends, school, mentors, home life, religion), students fill in words and
illustrations to create a visual image of their life and how it came to be.

on the inside, black on the outside - a piece of gum tangled in her new hair
from school for the first time, changes her wardrobe and struggles with internal
anger and guilt over the experience. No longer does Sammy consider being an
individual and returns to hiding in television, shutting down her emotions and
growing more distant from family and peers.
Discussion prompts:

5. Creative Engagement Exercises (30-40 min)

What are the factors that influenced Sammy’s choice to:
- Change her appearance

Supplies: Role play scenarios, Light and Shadow Selves mask templates located

- Enact violence against a classmate

in the index, collage materials, markers, crayons and/or colored pencils.

- Shut down her emotions

15
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2. JASON: Jason is a smart student with an involved family who drops him off

Discussion Prompts:

and picks him up at school everyday. His friends all begin to join local gangs in

What are the factors that influenced Shelly’s choice to:

order to keep themselves safe from being jumped on the walk home, and find
a sense of belonging - many of them have parents who are absent for various

- Stay late at school, well beyond normal working hours.

reasons. James criticizes his friends and turns away from them, beginning to

- Pass her student, even though she knew it was not allowed.

turn to his peers at Church for his social engagements. He changes his music

- Lie to Jake’s family and her fellow teachers about his progress.

taste from popular rap to classic rock music and old jazz. While many of his
friends wind up in jail, the hospital, on drugs or dropping out of school, James
succeeds in graduating and attends a good college outside of his home town.

b. Self Examination & The Many Masks of the Psyche

When thinking about his younger years, James feels pride to have escaped the
fate of his old friends, and a sadness at not being able to help them.
Discussion Prompts:

“One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of light, but
by making the darkness conscious. The latter procedure, however, is
disagreeable and therefore not popular.” – C.G. Jung

What are the factors that influenced James’ choice to:
Jung, a famous Psychiatrist, purported that we all have conscious and
- not join a gang, and judge his friends

unconscious shadow sides, pieces of ourselves that are unattractive, hurtful

- change his friend group

and shameful, often living deep below the surface of our own awareness.

- graduate school and go to a good college

The Shadow Self, a term Jung coined,
* A little background on the shadow from Wikipedia:

3. SHELLY: Shelly, a high school math teacher has been teaching for only two
years and finds herself affected by her student’s struggles in class. She often stays
late, having no partner or children to come home to (though she desperately

In Jungian psychology, the shadow or “shadow aspect” may refer to (1)

wants a family), coaching students through homework, grading and lesson

an unconscious aspect of the personality which the conscious ego does not

planning. Sometimes she refers to her students as her children, and seeks their

identify in itself. Because one tends to reject or remain ignorant of the least

approval - their liking her makes her feel like a good teacher. When Shelly’s

desirable aspects of one’s personality, the shadow is largely negative, or (2)

student begins to fail math class, she suspects Jake’s parents are getting a

the entirety of the unconscious, i.e., everything of which a person is not

divorce. Taking pity on Jake, Shelly passes him with a C, though he has failed

fully conscious. There are, however, positive aspects which may also remain

all tests and missed more than half the semester’s homework. When approached

hidden in one’s shadow (especially in people with low self-esteem). Contrary

by Jake’s mother, and a fellow teacher, Shelly talks about Jake’s false successes,

to a Freudian definition of shadow, therefore, the Jungian shadow can

and does not mention his struggles. Jake returns Shelly’s good deed with a warm

include everything outside the light of consciousness, and may be positive

hug and profuse thanks. Shelly feels a nagging at her psyche that she may have

or negative. “Everyone carries a shadow,” Jung wrote, “and the less it is

done the wrong thing, but quickly pushes the thought away, patting herself on

embodied in the individual’s conscious life, the blacker and denser it is.”

the back for taking care of Jake in his time of need.

It may be (in part) one’s link to more primitive animal instincts, which are
superseded during early childhood by the conscious mind.

17
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In A Place to Stand, Jimmy’s choices and motivations changed drastically

> The secret self that I only catch glimpses of is (shame, secrets, thoughts

when he began to examine his own hidden desires and traumas, troubling past

and actions that catch me by surprise):

experiences and personal choices with ruthless honesty. Instead of judging
what he saw in the mirror, Jimmy turned his questions and discoveries into

2. Mask-Making: The Light Self & Shadow Self

poetry, slowly making way for a full acceptance of self. Only by observing all
parts of ourselves - the dark, the shameful and the hidden, in addition to our

a. Creation: Using the Light Self and Shadow Self mask templates in the index,

contributions and gifts, we arrive at profound self knowledge. From this stance

students create visual representations of their light and shadow selves using

we can begin to view ourselves in connection to other’s humanity, and set the

collage, drawing or word techniques to symbolize each side of themselves.

stage for profound change and growth.
b. Sharing: Students share out in a gallery walk where post-it notes are used
A note for educators: The territory presented in this section can trigger
tough emotions in students. Time for storytelling and discussion will be

to give creative notes and feedback to peers on these deeply personal self
explorations.

an important aspect of this module. As a facilitator, a neutral orientation
to shared stories can hold space for both questions and opinions that may
differ from your own, and serve as a tool for managing tense emotions.
Often an affirmation of, “thank you so much for sharing,” and gently
moving on can be the best action to support a student’s experience, while

6. Take It A Step Further

allowing the lesson to continue.

Quick lesson!

Before utilizing this section of the study guide, it may be helpful to engage

with writing a poem, prose or letter about family influences:

resources on site, such as a counselor or fellow educator to help students
process if needed. Additionally, depending on the state reporting laws in
your state, you will want to issue a warning that the only information not
held confidential will be if student’s reveal an intent to harm themselves or
others. This territory can be very tender, and educators should approach it
with caution and within a very safe environment.

1. Free write: Presenting the concept of multiple selves, ask students to free
write privately on each of the following prompts.
> The self I present to the world is (the parts of myself I think are good,
worthy and acceptable):
> The self I actively hide from the world is (things I am embarrassed by
or not proud of):

After reading Jimmy’s poem Ancestor about his father as a group, task students
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/176992
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Survival, Connection &
Personal Transformation

21
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Allow all students to guess before revealing the answer on the flip side
of the paper.

3

Jimmy’s transformation was uncovered through a deep
connection to words and poetry. During the film we are
introduced to his moments of discovery and awakening
of purpose; relationships with Harry Gould and Bonafide
through letter writing, affirmation through publication and
audience, and finally returning to teach and connect in spaces
of incarceration. Exploring the interrelated concepts of survival
and connection, students identify what is needed to live a fully
engaged life. Tasked with examining their own needs, The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and engaging Jimmy’s
story for clues, students explore what elements human beings
need to thrive beyond survival.

c. Engage a brief discussion of what it feels like to learn new words - is it
exciting? Interesting? Boring? Does it make you feel smarter to learn, or reveal
an embarrassment of not already knowing?

2. Watch Film Clip
Writing in Gen Pop,
timecode 59:02 - 1:02:56

1. Warm Up: Dictionary Word Play (15 min)
3. Discussion Questions: (30-40 min)
Supplies: Dictionary for pairs or groups of students, markers, white paper
a. While in solitary confinement, Jimmy learned to read and write through
his use of the dictionary, sharing the joy of new words with Bonafide over
their cell wall.
Inspired by Jimmy’s game, students in pairs work together to choose a page
at random in the dictionary, locate a word new to them and scribe the
definition on a sheet of white paper on one side. On the opposite, write the
word in large letters.
b. In sharing out, students present the word to the class, showing its spelling
and pronunciation. Engaging the class through charades, students help their
peers guess the definition. Creativity in presentation and response is encouraged.

Break students into small groups to discuss the following questions - assign each
group 2-3 questions to ponder. After 20 minutes, rejoin as a larger community
and ask each group to present their thoughts out.
a. What is the difference between surviving and thriving? Define in your
own words.
b. Is it environmental (home or local setting) or a personal choice to survive or
thrive? In what ways?
c. Is prison a place of survival or thriving? What evidence from the film
supports this?

22
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d. What was Jimmy’s turning point towards transformation? What did he need
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Direct students to add the following:

to change?
*

A star next to the Articles that they feel are most important for
their own lives.

e. Do you believe people are capable of big and critical changes in their lives?
(For example, getting off drugs, remarrying, becoming a contributing citizen

o

Circle the Articles that Jimmy Santiago Baca did not have a right
to in prison.

after murdering someone.)
__

Underline Articles that connect with their own Cauldron of
Thriving ingredients.

[ ] Box the words and phrases that are unknown to them.

4. Critical Thinking Exercise: The Cauldron of Thriving (20-30 min)

Students present their choices and discuss their stars, circles and underlined
Articles in the larger setting, and questions about content and words are

Supplies: Photocopied cauldron worksheets (found in index), Universal

addressed together.

Declaration of Human Rights photocopies and colorful markers.
a. The Cauldron of Thriving
Using the worksheet located in the index, students are tasked with creating a

5. Creative Engagement Exercise: Affirmation for the Living (30-40 min)

colorful cauldron of ingredients they need to thrive in life, beyond food and
shelter. Encouraging students to think like a chef designing a perfectly balanced

Supplies: Photocopied poem, Affirmation for the Living worksheet

meal, use the accompanying measurements sheet to identify how much of an

(found in index), writing utensils, paper.

element needs to be added.
a. Engage: Write an affirmation for the living, drawing on the ingredients in
b. Share Out and Discuss:

your own cauldron of thriving.

a. What are the elements that show up in many of our cauldrons?

Using the Affirmation For The Living worksheet found in the index, students

b. What elements did Jimmy need while incarcerated?

create their own poem identifying their beliefs, experiences, needs and future in

c. Where are the points of connection between our experience of life

relationship to a full, holistic life.

and Jimmy’s?
b. Share Out:
c. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

Students share out their poems in front of the class. It is always important to
offer a right to pass if students are very shy. Creating a supportive experience

Website: http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/

for students, consider:

•

Create a performance environment: Identify a student host to “lead”
the “open mic.” Each student is introduced with a brief biography.
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Hand claps or finger snaps set the stage, as students make noise for their
fellow readers as they move to the front of the room. Assign a student to
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6. Take It A Step Further

“DJ,” intro-ing each poet coming to the “stage,” or front of classroom,
with appropriate music.

•

Share feedback aloud: After each poem shared, ask for a few students to
verbally share out parts of the poem they enjoyed.

•

Index card feedback: Have a list of guiding questions on the board.
Ask students to give specific, positive feedback to each piece shared
aloud that can be collected. At the end of class, distribute the index
cards to each poet.

•

Assign “positive feedback” partners. Each student is assigned a fellow
classmate to “grade” or “positively assess” a peer on their work using a
rubric or pre-planned feedback sheet.

Supplies: Posterboard, student affirmations, colorful markers, images of
Jenny Holzer’s Projections.
Quick lesson!
Turn your classroom/school into a transformative space by illustrating key lines
from the written Affirmation For The Living onto poster boards.
Artist connection: Jenny Holzer
For more than thirty years, Jenny Holzer has presented her astringent ideas,
arguments, and sorrows in public places and international exhibitions. Her
medium, whether formulated as a T-shirt, as a plaque, or as an LED sign, is
writing, and the public dimension is integral to the delivery of her work.
Her practice has responded to ignorance and violence with humor, kindness,
and moral courage.
Find out more about Jenny Holzer and access her images by visiting:
http://projects.jennyholzer.com/
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Prisons in America

4

Expanding an understanding of the system Jimmy’s story
arises from in A Place To Stand, students engage the complexity
of the prison system, learning briefly about the overall structure
and responding to their own ideas on why, how and what
change is needed.

3. Discussion Questions: (15-20 min)
What do you know about prisons in America?
Use this time to address this single question towards students, and jot down all
answers on chart paper. After introducing the critical thinking exercises, where
students are introduced to facts about prisons, deeper conversation opens.

1. Warm Up: (15 min)
4. Critical Thinking Exercise: Unpacking Prison (60 min)

Supplies: chart paper and markers
How does the media characterize who goes to prison? Create a group list on

Supplies: The Business of Prison Fact Sheet located in index, School to Prison

chart paper defining what they’ve learned through media about people who go

pipeline Fact Sheet, located at:

to prison. Place a yes or no for what characteristics Jimmy holds, discussing the

https://www.aclu.org/racial-justice/school-prison-pipeline-fact-sheet-pdf

implications of these media messages as a group.
a. Review the Business of Prison Fact Sheet
Prisoners and Criminals Through Media Lens | Does Jimmy fit description?
Discuss as a group:
Example: Monsters					

| No

Example: Tough upbringing

| Yes

			

•

Before the discussion, break students into pairs and invite them to
make a poster of each fact (one or two facts per group), illustrating and
absorbing the content in their own words.

2. Watch Film Clip
Arizona State Prison,
timecode 30:19 - 31:26

•
•
•
•
•

What information stood out to you in this fact sheet?
What parallels in the prison industry can you make to America’s history?
What information on this fact sheet impacted Jimmy’s life?
Do you agree with prison labor? Why or why not?
Do you agree with the sentences for nonviolent drug offenses? Why or
why not?

•

Do you think the prison industry targets certain people over others?
In what ways, and why?

•
•

What do you think is good about prisons? What works and why?
What do you think is bad about prisons? What does not work and why?
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b. Review the American Civil Liberties Union’s Locating the School to Prison

Share out as a class, and introduce the concept of Prison Reform and how

Pipeline Fact Sheet.

groups are working to change the way prison functions. These include:

Website:

Pre-Trial Detention:

https://www.aclu.org/racial-justice/school-prison-pipeline-fact-sheet-pdf

The size of the pre-trial prisoner population is larger than that of the convicted
prisoner population. Although pre-trial detainees should be presumed innocent

Discuss as a group:

until found guilty by a court of law, and treated as such, conditions in pre-trial
detention are often much worse than those of prisons for convicted prisoners. In

•
•
•
•
•

What stood out to you about these facts?

addition, the lack of resources for prisons in many low-income countries means

What did you learn? What can we deduce about who gets expelled,

that people in detention do not have access to legal advice and assistance.

and why?

Therefore, groups are working on improving access to justice, supporting

Do you believe the school to prison pipeline is real or invented?

legal and paralegal aid programmes, improving cooperation between courts

In what ways does zero tolerance policy lead to potential incarceration?

and prisons to speed up the processing of cases, as well as assisting with the

Have you ever been suspended and experienced this? Or known someone

development of safeguards for pre-trial detainees.

who has?

•

•

What are the narratives around our young people regarding race

Alternatives to Incarceration

and class in America? Who gets to succeed? Does everyone have an

A number of alternatives exist as substitutes for imprisonment. Many advocacy

equal chance?

groups are working on developing more options like the following:

How did Jimmy’s upbringing and life contribute to his getting arrested?
He wasn’t in school - what other factors directed him towards criminal

Specialized programs, such as projects that are developed within certain

activity? What if he had been in school?

communities or by courts, can have an impact on the criminal justice system.

c. Written Reflection: Creating Change

A pre-trial service occurs before the criminal case is processed and may limit the
amount of time an inmate stays in jail in order to cut costs.

Invite students to write a reflection on the following questions:
Boot camps offer programs that help instill a sense of discipline in younger

•
•
•
•

Are prisons necessary and why or why not?

offenders in order to “shock” them away from further criminal activities.

What needs to change in prisons and our society?
If you were in charge of prison, what changes would you make to

Psychological counseling may be an option instead of incarceration. Those

it better?

who are subjected to this treatment option may have to visit an expert for a

Are prisoners capable of change? How can we know or prove it?

designated amount of time.
Drug and alcohol treatment: individuals, such as drivers who are caught
drunk driving, sometimes have to go into a help center in order to have their
license reinstated.
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Group therapy is utilized in prisons but may also be put to work outside

HIV and national TB programmes. Specific women’s health needs are rarely

of these facilities. This type of rehabilitation puts offenders that may have

addressed. Advocacy groups are working to bring health care providers up to

committed the same type of crime together to talk and share the reasoning

snuff in prisons and other spaces of incarceration.

behind why they committed these acts and how they can avoid doing so in
the future.

*Text adapted from United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and Portland
State University’s Rehabilitation and alternatives to incarceration

Halfway Houses work by housing criminals in a facility with a curfew but
still allowing them some freedom, like working a job. Halfway houses often
double as a rehabilitation center of some sort for those who have issues with
drugs and alcohol.
Prison Management
In many countries the prison department is under the authority of police or
military institutions, and managers and staff have received no specific training
regarding prison management. Groups are working to tackle low staff morale
and ineffective leadership, provide information collection and management
systems, address overcrowding, and shifting the approach to crime, offenders
and their place in society, changing the focus of penitentiary measures from
punishment and isolation, to restorative justice and reintegration.
Social Reintegration
Many groups are working on the successful reintegration of prisoners into
society following their release. Social reintegration begins within prison with
access to purposeful activities and programmes while incarcerated. Programs
post-prison help ex-incarcerated people to find housing, reconnect with family,
train for jobs and build other skills that allow them to become a contributing
and successful member of society.
Health Care
Prisoners are entitled to receive the same quality of medical care that is
available in the community. However, this right is rarely realised in prisons,
where usually health care services are extremely inadequate. Prison health
services are almost always severely underfunded and understaffed and
sometimes non-existent. Most of the time under the responsibility of the
authority in charge of the prisons administration, prison health services work
in complete isolation from national health authorities, including national

5. Creative Engagement Exercise: Know Your Rights! (30-40 min)
Supplies: Large blank index cards, markers, pens and pencils.
a. View Artist/Activist Candy Chang’s Tenants Rights Flash Cards
About the Project:
To help demystify the law, Candy Chang created a boxed set of 30 flash
cards on tenants’ rights. The flash cards translate New York state’s official
Tenants’ Rights Guide into a friendlier format that covers major topics from
security deposits and subletting to paint and privacy. She teamed up with
non-profit organization Tenants & Neighbors so the cards could support
their advocacy group
View and share project:
http://candychang.com/tenants-rights-flash-cards
b. Create Know Your Rights Flash Cards
Often young people fall victim to the prison system by simply not understanding
their rights. In this activity, students take ownership for informing their peers,
and themselves, about their rights in relationship to different forces of control.
Task students with learning and sharing their rights by creating Know Your
Rights Flash Cards on large, blank index cards. Utilizing the information from
New York Civil Liberties Union, students pick on of the following Know Your
Rights topics:
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Know Your Rights With School Police:

Amnesty International

http://www.nyclu.org/content/palm-card-know-your-rights-with-police-schools

Amnesty International disseminates information about prisoner torture to
include in reports about U.S. prison conditions, works on death penalty issues

Know Your Rights When Facing School Suspension:

and offers online petitions and other ways to get involved.

http://www.nyclu.org/content/know-your-rights-students-rights-and-

http://www.amnestyusa.org

responsibilities-when-facing-suspension
American Civil Liberties Union
Know Your Rights When Stopped by Police:

The ACLU is our nation’s guardian of liberty, working daily in courts,

http://www.nyclu.org/node/3249

legislatures and communities to defend and preserve the individual rights and
liberties that the Constitution and laws of the United States guarantee everyone
in this country.
www.aclu.org/action

6. Take It A Step Further
Books Through Bars
Learn About Civil Rights Activists - historically, locally and globally.
Expand a day into learning about groups who have made impactful change in
their communities through out history, i.e. from the Civil Rights Movement, the
Women’s Movement, the American Indian Movement and others. Look up new
names of activists that aren’t in student’s lexicon already through the Robert F.
Kennedy’s Speak Truth to Power campaign:
http://rfkcenter.org/defenders-6?lang=en
Get Involved!
Engage students in prison activism and advocacy through the organizations
listed below. Be mindful that this work can be a heavy liability for young
people, and all decisions should be presented to and talked through with
administrators and parents before engaging.
Prisoner Support Directory
PARC corresponds with and mails this resource packet to prisoners, their
friends and family members. We are often the first point of contact for people to
connect with prisoners’ rights organizations, community organizations, prison
literature and arts projects, family and visiting resources, healthcare and legal
resources, parole and pre-release resources, and the prison abolition movement.
www.prisonactivist.org/projects/prisoner-support-directory

Provides books to prisoners in PA, NY, NJ, DE, MD, WV, and VA.
www.booksthroughbars.org
Write to Prisoners
Since this engagement can be tricky in terms of liability, safety and boundaries,
it is best to approach this only with full support of school administration and
parents. While there are many websites that can connect civilians and prisoners,
PEN International has great resources and guidelines for how to engage this
process safely:
www.pen.org/prison-writing
For more ideas about how to connect with organizations providing resources,
support and advocacy (often by State), please visit:
www.prisonactivist.org/resources
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Uncovering Passion and Purpose

5

In module five, based on Jimmy’s journey towards poetry
as life purpose, students engage exercises that challenge
them to uncover their own driving life forces.

1. Warm Up: (15 min)
Supplies: index cards and writing utensils

3. Discussion Questions: (15-20 min)
•
•
•
•
•
•

When in the film did Jimmy begin to uncover his passion and purpose?
How did Jimmy’s life begin to change when he discovered poetry?
Is there a difference between passion and purpose? What is it?
What are the effects of discovering purpose?
What happens when someone doesn’t discover purpose?
Purpose can take all forms - what are some ways purpose shows itself in our
lives? (Family, relationships, work, hobbies, ethics, expression, volunteering,
sports, etc.)

a. On three separate index cards, task students with writing three statements
that complete that statement I am…
b. Share out as a group poem, asking each student to read one line as instructor

4. Critical Thinking Exercise: Uncovering Purpose (20-30 min)

points at them. Continue, without pause, until all lines have been shared.
Encourage students to read with personality and performative elements.
c. Discuss:

•
•
•

Supplies: The Personality Worksheet, journals, prompts, writing utensils
a. The Personality Worksheet

What kinds of identities appear in our poem?
What words came up more than once?
Does this feel like a complete picture of the class? Why or why not?

Ask students to identify what words most resonate with them by checking the
box next to words on the Personality Worksheet. What words do they use to
describe themselves? What words to others use to describe them?
b. Exploratory Journaling

2. Watch Film Clip

Task students with journaling in response to the following fifteen prompts:
Learning to Write,

1. Things I did to play and enjoy life as a child…

timecode 43:19 - 45:25

2. My favorite stories are (books and films):
3. I read these magazines/blogs:
4. What conversation topic would I wake up early in the morning to have?
5. Things I would love to try if I was not afraid of anything:
6. These are the people I admire:
7. This is what makes time stop when I am doing it:
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8. These are the things I know I am good at:

where you’ve been forbidden to go.

9. Other people say I am good at…

Debts, accusations, assaults by enemies

10. My life is not worth living without…

mean nothing,

11. At the end of my life, I’d love to be able to look back and know that

go where the fire feeds you.

I’d done something about:

Turn your attention to the magic of whores,

12. What I would most like to do for others is:

grief, addicts and drunks, until you stumble upon

13. The people I most like to help are:

that shining halo surrounding your heart

14. The things/issues I care most about are:

that will allow you to violate every fear happily,

15. The most meaningful experiences in my life have been:

be where you’re not supposed to be,
the love of an angel who’s caught your blood on fire
again, who’s gulped all of you in one breath
to mix in her soul, to explode your brooding
and again, your words rush from the stones

5. Creative Engagement Exercise (40-90 min each)

like a river coursing down
from some motherly mountain source,

Supplies: “Ten” by Jimmy Santiago Baca, journal prompt answers,
completed Personality worksheet, Passion Flag Symbols worksheet,
Accountability worksheet, magazines, construction paper, scissors, glue,
markers, writing utensils
a. Read Ten by Jimmy Santiago Baca
Ten
Jimmy Santiago Baca
from Healing Earthquakes, Book V, “Rebirth”
If it does not feed the fire
of your creativity, then leave it.
If people and things do not
inspire your heart to dream,
then leave them.
If you are not crazily in love
and making a stupid fool of yourself,
then step closer to the edge
of your heart and climb

and if your life doesn’t spill forth
unabashedly, recklessly, randomly
rushing in wonder at life,
then change, leave, quit, silence the idle chatter
and do away with useless acquaintances
who have forgotten how to dream,
bitch rudely in your dark mood at the mediocrity
of scholars who meddle in whimsy for academic trifles—
let you be their object of scorn,
let you be their object of mockery,
let you be their chilling symbol
of what they never had the courage to do, to complete, to follow,
let you be the flaming faith that makes them shield their eyes
as you burn from all sides,
taking a harmless topic and making of it a burning galaxy
or shooting stars in the dark of their souls,
illuminating your sadness, your aching joy for life,
your famished insistence for God and all that is creative
to attend you as a witness to your struggle,
let the useless banter and quick pleasures
belong to others, the merchants, computer analysts
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b. Create a Passion Flag:

you haven’t been afraid
of rapture among thieves,

Using their journaling and personality worksheet, task students with picking

bloody duels in drunken brawls,

up to ten answers, words or phrases that they feel capture their passion and

denying yourself

purpose in life. These passions do not have to be career or hobby-oriented, they

the essence of your soul work

can be as open as “family,” as specific as, “my baby sister.” The words can be

as poems rusted while you scratched

description-based, such as humorous or helping, or can be active - sports, art

at your heart to see if it was a diamond

or creation.

and not cheap pane glass,
now, then, after returning from one more poet’s journey

Review the term symbol, asking students to define in their own words:

in the heart of the bear, the teeth of the wolf,

something used for or regarded as representing something else; a material object

the legs of the wild horse,

representing something, often something immaterial; emblem, token, or sign.

sense what your experience tells you,
your ears ringing with deception and lies and foul tastes,

Using the Passion Flag Symbols worksheet, task students with filling out the

now that your memory is riddled with blank loss,

table, identifying symbols for each of their words and phrases:

tyrants who wielded their boastful threats
to the sleeping dogs and old trees in the yards,

Word/Phrase

Symbol

now that you’ve returned from men and women
who’ve abandoned their dreams and sit around

Example: I like to work on personal

like corpses in the grave moldering with regret,

growth and making myself better.

A pot of soil.

steady your heart now, my friend, with fortitude
long-lasting enduring hope, and hail the early dawn
like a ship off coast that’s come for you,
spent and ragged and beggared,
if what you do and how you live does not feed the fire
in your heart and blossom into poems,
leave, quit, do not turn back,
move fast away from that which would mold your gift,
break it, disrespect it, kill it.
Guard it, nurture it, take your full-flung honorable
heart and plunge it into the fire
into the stars, into the trees, into the hearts of others
sorrow and love and restore the dream
by writing of its again-discovered wild beauty.

Example: I like to be creative.

A paint brush
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Review artists Sara Rahbar’s flags:

Goal:

Website: http://www.sararahbar.com/index.php?page=20

Gratitude [things you already have]:
Fear [what makes you afraid to pursue this goal?]:

Share Sarah’s bio and artist statement:

Practiced Action: [what is one thing you’ve already done to pursue the goal?]
Working On: [what are the small actionable steps you can take to engage this

Sara Rahbar is a contemporary mixed media artist born in Tehran in 1976 who

goal further?]

lives and works in New York. Her work ranges from photography to sculpture
to installation and always stems from her personal experiences and is largely
autobiographical. The first body of work that created international recognition
for the artist was the flag series (2005-2013), in which traditional fabrics and

6. Take It A Step Further

objects are reworked as collages that form various incarnations of the American
and Iranian flag, exploring ideas of national belonging, as well as the conflicting
role of flags as symbols of ideological and nationalistic violence.
Discuss with students:

•
•

How are Sara’s flags connected to her passion? What is her passion?
What is Sara saying with her flags? What do we feel when we
view them?

•
•

What kinds of symbols do we see in Sara’s flags?
How are Sara’s flags different from flags we’ve seen representing
one country?

Create Personal Passion Flag
Using a mixture of magazine clippings, construction paper and drawing
materials, students create their own Passion Flag. Using Sara Rahbar’s method
of collage and symbols, students find a representative image - or create one - of
the symbols outlined on their chart, and assemble their flag.
Accountability Partners
Now that students have clearly mapped their passions, taking the next step
in pursuing them is a lesson in accountability to self. Pair students to reflect
on their interests and next steps using the Accountability Partners worksheet
located in the index.

Quick lesson!
Students create “self portrait selfies” by posing in significant ways that represent
their full selves, and illustrating their passions and purpose.
Artist connection: Frida Kahlo
View and analyze famous Mexican painter Frida Kahlo’s harrowing self
portraits, which told deeply personal stories and utilized heavy symbolism:
Resources:

•
•
•

http://www.artyfactory.com/art_appreciation/portraits/frida_kahlo.htm
http://www.fridakahlofans.com/paintingsenglish01.htm
http://www.frida-kahlo-foundation.org/
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The Business of Prison Fact Sheet [Module 4]
The Personality Worksheet [Module 5]
Passion Flag Symbols Chart [Module 5]
Accountability Partners [Module 5]
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THE BODY OF FREEDOM

Student Name:							Date:
Instructions: Illustrate your own ideal of the most free human through the use of words, colors,
symbols and creativity!

MENTAL FREEDOM
Examples:

EXPRESSIVE FREEDOM
Examples:

SPIRITUAL FREEDOM
Examples:

PHYSICAL FREEDOM
Examples:
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Nature vs. Nurture

the Tree of Self

Instructions: Answer the questions below and check one or both in the categories: nature or nurture.

Instructions: Design your “tree of self” below using words and illustrations.

re
r tu

Nu

tur
Na

I am

Student Name:							Date:

e

Student Name:							Date:

Ia

My normal emotional state is:
My parents taught me:

m

Ia

Ia

I am

1.

m

I am

I am

I am

2.

I

I am

3.

am

I am

I am

Ia

Growing up I had:

m

m

I am

I am

Ia

m

US
CA

I am

I identify as [based on how you look]:

U
CA

Ia

SE

m

m

I am

Ia

E
US
CA

My hobbies are:

I am

I am

I identify as [based on what you feel] :

USE
CA

Ia

I am

E

I identify as [based on things you do]:

m
I am

Growing up I did not have:

When I “grow up” I want to be:
I plan to go to college:
I imagine having a family one day:

Sometimes I feel

N

Each leaf an “effect” (hobbies, family, friends,
school, mentors, home life, religion)
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NAME:

My friends say I am

Y

Each branch represents a “cause,” (nature or
nurture - I was born this way vs. my parents
raised my to be like this.)
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Light Self & Shadow Self Mask Templates
Student Name:							Date:
Using the mask templates below, create visual representations of your light and shadow selves.

My Light Self

My Shadow Self
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The Cauldron of Thriving

Affirmations Template

Student Name:							Date:

Student Name:							Date:

Instructions: Using the measurements below, craft a list of ingredients needed to thrive in life, beyond basic food
and shelter. How much of each element is needed for a recipe of thriving? Add ingredients to the pot and design
the perfect “life dish!”

Instructions: Create a poem that defines and affirms a life worth living!

I believe in
[a person]

Measurements
[an belief about life]

Dash
[a beautiful quality of humans]

1 tablespoon
2 tablespoons

[a difficult quality of humans]

1/4 cup

[add your own!]

1/3 cup

I have been
[a bad place]

1/2 cup
1 cup

[a beautiful place]

1 pint

[a part of your personality that is difficult]

1 quart

[a part of your personality that is amazing]

1 gallon
[add your own!]

1 pound

I have seen
[a memory that touched your heart]

Recipe Ingredients

[an act of kindness]

[a harmful act]

[a scary place]

[add your own!]
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Affirmations Template Page 2 of 2

the Business of Prison Fact Sheet
* Adapted from The Prison Industry in the United States: Big Business or a New Form
of Slavery? by Vicky Pelaez and the American Friends Service Committee.

I need
[entry from Cauldron]

•

The United States has locked up more people than any other country. The
United States has locked up a half million more than China, a country with a

[entry from Cauldron]

population five times greater than the U.S.
[entry from Cauldron]

•

the world’s people.

[entry from Cauldron]

[add your own!]

I will become
[a job or career]

The United States holds 25% of the world’s prison population, but only 5% of

•

From less than 300,000 inmates in 1972, the jail population grew to 2 millions
by the year 2000. A vast majority of inmates are Black and Latino.

•

Ten years ago there were only 5 private prisons in the country (2,000 inmates),
now there are 100 with a population of 62,000 inmates. “The private
contracting of prisons for work fosters incentives to lock people up. Prisons

[a role in society not related to career]

depend on this income. Corporate stockholders who make money off prisoners’
work lobby for longer sentences, in order to expand their workforce,” says a

[an amazing quality of personality]

[an amazing physical quality]

study by the Progressive Labor Party.

•

The federal prison industry produces 100% of all military helmets, ammunition
belts, bullet-proof vests, ID tags, shirts, pants, tends, bags
and canteens. Along with war supplies, prisoners also make body armor, home

[add your own!]

appliances, electronics, office furniture, airplane parts, medical supplies and
more.

•

For their labor, some prisoners receive minimum wage of $7.25/hour. However,
in privately run prisons, and even non-private prisons, inmates receive between

*This poem structure is borrowed from Assata Shakur’s “Affirmation For The Living”.

17 cents and 2$ an hour.

•

IBM, Motorola, Microsoft, AT&T, Texas Instrument, Compaq, Dell, HewlettPackard, Intel, Revlon, Macy’s, Target are a few of many examples of
corporations that contract prison labor to manufacture their goods.

•

Ninety-seven percent of 125,000 federal inmates have been convicted of nonviolent crimes. It is believed that more than half of the 623,000 inmates in
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municipal or county jails are innocent of the crimes they are accused of. Sixteen

- Physical torture such as hog-tying, restraint chairs, and forced cell extraction

percent of the country’s 2 million prisoners suffer from mental illness.

- Mental torture such as sensory deprivation, permanent bright lighting, extreme
temperatures, and forced insomnia

•

- 5 years imprisonment without possibility of parole for possession of 5
grams of crack or 3.5 ounces of heroin.
- 10 years imprisonment for possession of less than 2 ounces of rock-cocaine
or crack.

•

- Sexual intimidation and violence

Many of the non-violent offenses are drug related. Federal law stipulates:

•

Prisoners can be placed in solitary confinement for many reasons: as punishment while they
are under investigation; as a mechanism for behavior modification, when suspected of gang
involvement; as retribution for political activism; or to fill expensive, empty beds, to name
but a few.

According to the American Civil Liberties Union, “The racial disparities
resulting from this system have been staggering. Black individuals are imprisoned
at nearly six times the rate of their white counterparts — and Latinos are locked
up at nearly double the white rate. Most of this racial disparity is a result of the
War on Drugs. Black individuals comprise 13% of the U.S. population and 14%
of drug users, yet they are 37% of the people arrested for drug offenses and 56%
of those incarcerated for drug crimes.”

•

The passage in 13 states of the “three strikes” law (life in prison after being
convicted of three felonies), created the need for 20 new federal prisons.

•

Private prisons receive a guaranteed amount of money for each prisoner,
independent of what it costs to maintain each inmate. According to Russell
Boraas, a private prisoner administrator in Virginia, “the secret to low
operating costs is having a minimal number of guards for the maximum
number of prisoners.”

•

Solitary confinement is a big issue prison activists focus on. Although conditions
vary from state to state and in different institutions, systematic policies and
conditions of control and oppression used in isolation and segregation include:
- Confinement behind a solid steel door for 23 hours a day
- Limited contact with other human beings
- Infrequent phone calls and rare non-contact family visits
- Extremely limited access to rehabilitative or educational programming
- Grossly inadequate medical and mental health treatment
- Restricted reading material and personal property
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The Personality Worksheet

Passion Flag Symbols Chart

Student Name:							Date:

Student Name:							Date:

Instructions: Check all the words that could be used to describe you, or words others have used to describe you:

Instructions: Filling out the table below, choosing symbols for each of your identified words and phrases.

achieved
activist
active
adventurous
affectionate
aggressive
altruistic
ambitious
anxious
artistic
bad-tempered
big-headed
boring
bossy
change-maker
charismatic
clear
creative
communication
compassionate
courageous
curious
deep
dependable
devious
dim
empowered
enlightened
exploratory
extroverted
flowing
free

fulfilled
fun
good
gregarious
happy
healing
helpful
humorous
imaginative
impulsive
intelligent
industrious
innovative
intimate
joyful
just
knowledgeable
leader
logical
loving
making a difference
meaningful
money-seeking
natural
nurturing
opportunist
original
patriotic
peaceful
playful
powerful
precise

problem-solving
reliable
relationship-oriented
relaxed
romantic
self-expressed
self-serving
selfless
selfish
serene
sharing
sociable
spiritual
strong
sympathetic
talkative
teaching
teamwork-oriented
traveling
traditional
truthful
understanding
useful
unity-based
visual
vitality
volunteering
winning
working
writing

Word/Phrase

Symbol

Example: I like to work on personal growth
and making myself better.
Example: I like to be creative

A pot of soil.

A paint brush

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
Pick four words that best describe you:

1.

2.

3.
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4.

10.
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Accountability Partners

Accountability Partners

Student Name:							Date:

Student Name:							Date:

Example:

Goal:

Goal: I want to be a writer.
Gratitude [things you already have]:

Gratitude [things you already have]:

I am good at writing my teachers tell me.
I read a lot of books.
My friends listen to my writing and like it.
Fear [what makes you afraid to pursue this goal?]:

Fear [what makes you afraid to pursue this goal?]:

I’m afraid people won’t think I’m good enough.
I’m afraid my parents think it’s a stupid goal.
I’m afraid I will run out of ideas to write about.
Practiced Action: [what is one thing you’ve already done to pursue the goal?]
I won a poetry contest in middle school.

Practiced Action: [what is one thing you’ve already done to pursue the goal?]

I write in a journal almost every day.
I keep a private blog online.
Working On: [what are the small actionable steps you can take to engage this goal further?]
I will submit to two poetry contests before summer.
I will make a public blog and share it with friends.

Working On: [what are the small actionable steps you can take to engage this goal further?]

I will write two articles for the school newspaper this year.
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Developed in conjunction with the film A Place to Stand,
based on the memoir by Jimmy Santiago Baca
www.aplacetostandmovie.com

